A Mechanical Slope for Flowslide Investigations
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Abstract—The paper describes a mechanical slope developed to investigate rainfall-induced shallow landslides in loose coarse-grained soils, which can evolve into high-speed flows with propagation capabilities even in areas with very low gradients, putting people's lives and property at risk. The mechanical slope is the main component of an experimental plant built at the University of Naples. It consists of two inclinable parts: the upper one where the soil sample is deposited and the flowslide is generated, and the lower part that allows flowslide behaviour to be observed.

Index Terms—Physical model, Rainfall-induced landslides, mechanical simulation, two link mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Natural slopes in loose soils are often subject to wetting-induced instabilities involving shallow layers [1]. These phenomena frequently pose hazards due to their rapid kinematics, especially when the soil grain-size distribution lies between that of gravelly sands at coarsest and sandy-silt at finest [2]. In this grain-size range capillarity effects are significant, with resulting suction levels being suitable for contributing to slope stability. Instability upon wetting is usually induced by rainfall, even if there may be other contributory factors, such as water lost from hidden underground conduits or water infiltration generated by human activities.

Precipitation events causing instabilities may vary according to the soil type involved. Highly pervious slopes made of gravelly sands become unstable under the effects of very intense, usually short-lasting, precipitation, without any effect exerted by antecedent rainfall. On the other hand, slopes in sandy-silty soils lose stability under the effects of prolonged wet periods followed by a major event of significant intensity [2, 3].

In order to investigate what relationship establishes between precipitation history and landslide triggering under different conditions involving soil types, soil states (essentially porosity), slope inclination and slope thicknesses, a physical model was built. It consists of a mechanical slope with adjustable inclination and with the possibility of controlling or measuring the main factors that contribute to triggering a landslide. The paper presents the design of the prototype, describes its main mechanical features and shows its flexibility in changing slope factors.

II. SOIL SAMPLE CYCLE

The plant consists essentially of a variable inclination mechanical slope and of other components which allow the soil sample to be reused for the execution of other tests. The sample cyclically executes the following path (Fig. 1). It is deposited on the upper part (Part-A) of the mechanical slope (Fig. 2, 3) by means of a hopper which moves slowly (0.2 - 8 cm/s) at a constant distance from Part-A. The material flows through an adjustable slit placed at the bottom of the hopper. The height of the hopper can be regulated to take account of the properties of the material to be deposited and the desired degree of compaction.

The mechanical slope can be tilted after or before the deposition step; in the first case the hopper translates onto tilted guides, parallel to part-A, in order to keep the distance between the hopper and part-A constant (Fig. 4). After the deposition phase the sample is subjected to artificial rainfall until it collapses. Then the collapsed soil flows onto Part-B and is collected in the mud tank. From this tank, the sample is raised, by means of a bucket carrier, onto a conveyor belt and is transported into a passing oven where the sample is dried. Then the sample can be re-deposited on part-A for a new test.

Fig. 1. Plant scheme and sample cycle
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III. THE MECHANICAL SLOPE

The mechanical slope consists of a base on which is articulated a two-link-mechanism; the two moving parts have the following plan dimensions (fig. 3): Part-A, 3x3m; Part-B, 4x3m.

Part-A is instrumented to measure the weight changes of the sample. Both parts have side walls 0.70m high to confine the sample under test. Their frames are made of steel beams (mainly wide flange beams and channel section shapes) joined by welding. The base is made of two principal horizontal H-section beams (HE500A) 7.10 m wide, connected crosswise by four other H-section beams.

Onto the base the following are welded:

- two pillars (HE500A) on which part-B is pin-connected
- the supports for the two lower hydraulic cylinders (cyl-B);
- two pairs of H-section pillars, P1 and P2 (Fig.2), placed under part-B and part-A respectively, to sustain the mechanical slope at rest in the horizontal configuration;

- the support for the columns of the frame sustaining the moving hopper.

Part-A and part-B are built with rectangular hollow section beams, obtained by welding two U-shaped beams (UPN140 or UPN120); the bottom and side walls of both parts are coated with 6 mm-thick steel plates.

The base and part-B are hinged with two steel pivots (Ø95) and rolling bearings. Part-A is connected to part-B by means of two spherical joints and can be tilted with respect to part-B by using two hydraulic cylinders (Cyl-A).
Four load cells (Fig.3) are interposed between the tank of part-A its supporting frame to measure the changes in sample weight due to the water absorbed during a test. By powering the lower cylinders (Cyl-B) the entire mechanical slope can be tilted, with respect to the horizontal, up to 45°; the other pair of cylinders (Cyl-A) allows part-A to be tilted with respect to part-B in the range: +15°; -45°. The maximum inclination speed of the two elements is approximately 0.1°/s.

To define the cylinder thrust and the power required to lift the slope, the symmetry of the system was considered and one half of the mechanical slope was analyzed. The following overall masses are considered:
- Part-A, including the load cells and the upper cylinders: 2400 kg;
- Part-B, including the lower cylinders: 2800 kg;
- Soil sample on part-A: 12600 kg.

The maximum thrust exerted by the cylinders and the forces acting in the pin joints connecting the slope elements were evaluated for different configurations of the mechanical slope. Figure 5 reports the thrust required to tilt the slope up to 45°. The thrust has its maximum value, equal to about 300 kN, when the mechanical slope is horizontal. The same figure reports the force acting in the pinned connection with the base.

Figure 6 reports the thrust required for the upper cylinders and the force in the pin connection between the two parts; the diagram considers the absolute part-A rotation ranging in the interval 0-50°, with part-B tilted by 45°. Even in this case the thrust reaches its maximum value when part A is in the horizontal position; in this configuration the thrust arm, with respect to the pin joint, is minimal.

The mechanical slope is tilted by means of two pairs of single-rod hydraulic cylinders [4,5] (Bosch Rexroth - mod. CDM1); the lower ones (cyl-B) have a bore of 160mm and a piston rod diameter of 110mm; the maximum thrust is equal to 344 kN with an oil pressure of 170 bar. The upper cylinders (cyl-A) have a bore of 125mm and piston rod diameter of 90mm and can exert a thrust of 211 kN at 170 bar. The two pairs of cylinders are powered by the same oil pump with 22 cm³ of displacement and maximum flow rate of 32 l/min; the pump is driven by an 11 kW electric motor. Synchronization between each pair of cylinders is guaranteed by the mechanical connections and by the flow divider valves which provide the same oil flow from the single source into the two actuators.

Figure 7 reports the cylinder thrust and the force acting in the pin connection with part-B (horizontal, Fₓ, and vertical, Fᵧ, components).

IV. THE HOPPER

The hopper (Fig. 2, 10) is made of sheet steel and is supported by two ø80 pins, engaged on two sliders guided on two beams. The sliders allow the hopper to translate, forward and backward, along the supporting beams during the deposition step; the translating movement is driven by two electric motors and two lead-screw systems.

The two sustaining pin axes are displaced above the hopper centre of mass such that the hopper always assumes the same vertical orientation even when the supported beams are inclined.

The two beams can climb the four columns to adjust the hopper height to achieve the suitable distance from part-A; they can also rotate to adapt the inclination to that of part-A. The vertical translational motion is driven by four electrical motors placed on the vertical sliders; each motor...
has a gear-wheel spliced on the motor shaft, engaged with a
toothed rack welded on the column.
The hopper has a volume of about 1.5m$^3$ and can be loaded
with a mass soil sample of about 3000kg. The whole sample
can thus be deposited in several successive stages.
The amplitude of the opening can be regulated and, in
order to facilitate soil exit, four mechanical vibrators are
fixed on the hopper’s external surface.

Fig. 7. Mechanical slope under construction: the connection between the base
and part-B and the lower cylinders can be clearly distinguished. The base is
supported by adjustable feet.

Fig. 8. Mechanical slope back view. Between the tank of part-A and its
supporting frame are the load cells. The cylinder placed between part-A and
part-B can also be seen.

Fig. 9. The vertical slider allowing the hopper to climb the column on which a
toothed rack is welded (in the photo the gear-wheel is not yet spliced on the
motor shaft).

V. MECHANICAL SLOPE STRESS ANALYSIS

The mechanical slope was modelled with a FEM code to
perform linear static analysis and buckling linear analysis.
Fig. 11 shows the mechanical slope in the lowest
configuration, corresponding to the beginning of the lifting
stage, subjected to the structural weight and sample weight
of 126kN distributed on the part-A surface. The wind action
was not considered because the plant was set up inside a
laboratory. This configuration, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6,
involves the maximum thrusts of the hydraulic cylinders.
The main elements of the structure were modelled by linear
beam element, with six degrees of freedom; the four
hydraulic cylinders were instead modelled as rods, because
of their terminal spherical hinges connections. Finally part-
A and part-B inner linings, made of steel sheets, were
modelled by means of bi-dimensional elements having
membrane and bending behaviour. The base is vertically
constrained in correspondence of the levelling feet (Fig. 7).
The model has about 3000 degree of freedoms. Interpretation and consistency of the results were checked
by means of simplified bi-dimensional schemes.
Fig. 11 shows the FEM model and the coloured map of the
vertical displacement; Fig. 12 reports the fibre stress
representation (combined axial and bending stresses) of the
main elements.

Fig. 10. The hopper

Fig. 11. Mechanical slope FEM model
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Fig. 12. Mechanical slope FEM model
VI. THE INSTRUMENTATION

The mechanical slope is instrumented with several sensors to measure the evolution of the sample characteristics induced by the rain. As stated above, four load cells (MTI Multi-Component Transducers MC8-6-20000) are installed between the frame and the tank of part-A (Fig. 3). Each cell measures continuously in time the six reaction force components; as a result, changes in weight of part A may be obtained; such changes may be used to derive the sample unit weight during soil deposition, the changes in the water mass stored by the sample during the test (as a result of rain, seepage processes and run off), and the losses of soil mass associated to the occurrence of landslides or limited earth flows.

Once the deposition phase had been completed, the sample was wetted for about a week to reduce suction until the suction level targeted at the beginning of the test had been reached. The test was then performed tilting part-B by 30° with respect to the base and part-A by 40°. This mechanical slope configuration makes it easier to identify post-failure behaviour by maximizing differences in time needed to cover the trench between a rapid flowslide and a slow-drying one. Rainfall intensity was assigned equal to 30 mm/h. Increments in weight of the sample during the test indicate that the sample stores water. Importantly, the small drops in weight correspond to water lost in run-off from the sample surface and the emptying of tubes when rainfall has been stopped in order to facilitate working with the laser scanner.

Water storage capability under constant rainfall intensity however declines with time, as indicated by the decrease in the derivative of the curve. This reduction lowers the hydraulic gradients (driving the water drops within the sample), acting at the top surface between the exterior and interior of the sample. In the initial stages, an additional contribution to the same effect is provided by the time needed for the seeping water to reach the draining boundary downstream. Soil permeability is known to increase during the wetting process. In the initial stages, while the water has not yet drained through the permeable boundary, soil permeability increments should enhance water adsorption. However, figure 13 indicates that permeability effects are not as substantial as those produced by the gradient reductions. Consistent with what is expressed by Figure 13, initially the rainfall appears to the naked eye to be fully absorbed by the sample surface and, then increasingly rejected by it, with run-off being enhanced.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a mechanical slope to simulate rainfall-induced flowslides was presented. It was explained how the device allows the main factors affecting such phenomena to be taken into account. The result of a test regarding the measure of the amount of water absorbed is reported together with possible experimental procedures which may be adopted to perform the tests.
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